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Abstract— Now days, the matter of finding question aspects 

that area unit multiple teams of words or phrases that 

designate and summarize the content coated by a query [1]. 

The necessary aspects of a question area unit typically given 

and continual within the query high retrieved documents 

within the variety of lists, and question aspects may be deep-

mined out by aggregating these vital lists. Systematic answer, 

that system visit as QDMiner, to mechanically mine question 

aspects by extracting and grouping frequent lists from free 

text, HTML tags, and repeat regions inside high search 

results[2].Query results area unit accessed from Google by 

exploitation Google API. Experimental results show that an 

outsized variety of lists do exist and helpful question aspects 

may be deep-mined by QDMiner. Analyse the matter of list 

duplication, and realize higher question aspects may be deep-

mined by modelining fine-grained similarities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of finding question aspects. A question side may 

be a set of things that describe and summarize one vital facet 

of a question. Here a side item is usually a word or a phrase. 

A Question might have multiple aspects that summarize the 

data regarding the query from totally different views. Aspects 

for the question watches cowl the information regarding 

watches in 5 distinctive aspects, together with brands, gender 

classes, supporting options, styles, and colors. 

Vital items of data a few question are sometimes 

conferred in list designs and continual again and again among 

prime retrieved documents. So we tend to propose 

aggregating frequent lists among the highest search results to 

mine question aspects and implement a system known as 

QDMiner. a lot of specifically, QDMiner extracts lists from 

free text, HTML tags, and repeat regions contained within the 

prime search results, teams them into clusters supported the 

things they contain, then rank the clusters and things 

supported however the lists and things seem within the prime 

results.[1][2][3] 

Open domain: we tend to don't limit queries in a very 

specific domain, like product, people, etc. Our projected 

approach is generic and doesn't suppose any specific domain 

information. So it will cope with open-domain queries.  

Query dependent: rather than a hard and fast schema 

for all queries, we tend to extract aspects from the highest 

retrieved documents for every question. 

A. Basic Concepts: 

User: User gives the query to search engine for finding the 

result in facet. 

Crawling: Crawl the top retrieved document and 

create link back to the web pages. 

List Extraction: List and context are extracted from 

each document using HTML tags. 

List clustering: Similar Lists are grouped together to 

compose facets. 

List Ranking: Rank the list using its weight. 

Result Re-ranking: Results are Re-ranked by using NNHV 

system. 

B. System Functions: 

Project contain following completely different modules: 

 List Extraction 

By using Google API retrieve the Google results of user 

question and crawl the highest retrieved results. Lists are 

extracted from every crawled result R mistreatment 

completely different patterns, namely, Free Text Patterns, 

HTML Tag patterns like, SELECT tag, UL tag, TABLE 

target, perennial Regions. 

 Choose For the choose tag, we tend to merely extract 

all text from their kid tags (OPTION) to make a listing. 

Moreover, we tend to take away the primary item if it starts 

with some predefined text, like “select” or “choose”. UL/OL 

For these 2 tags, we tend to conjointly merely extract text at 

intervals their kid tags (LI). 

TABLE we tend to extract one list from every 

column or every row. For a table containing m rows and n 

columns, we tend to extract at the most m + n lists. For every 

column, the cells at intervals THEAD or TFOOT tags are 

considered table headers and are born from the list. We tend 

to conjointly drop the primary cell of every column once great 

letters to small. 
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Fig. 1: System Architecture 

 List Clustering:  

In this section, similar lists are grouped together to 

compose facets. It removes the duplication of items. It 

remove the noise from lists. For creating clusters it assigns 

specific quality thresholds. For creating clusters we assign the 

specific quality threshold and merge the clusters. Two lists 

can be grouped together if they share enough items. We 

define the distance  between two lists  and   

as . Here  is the number of 

shared items within   and  .We assign the weight for each 

list using .   

 The QT(Quality Threshold) algorithm assumes that 

all data is equally important, and the cluster that has the most 

number of points is selected in each iteration. In our problem, 

lists are not equally important. Better lists should be grouped 

first. We modify the original QT algorithm to first group 

highly weighted lists. The algorithm, which we refer to as 

WQT (Quality Threshold with Weighted data points), is 

described as follows. 

1) Choose a maximum diameter   and a minimum weight   

for clusters. 

2) Build a candidate cluster for the most important point by 

iteratively including the point that is closest to the group, 

until the diameter of the cluster surpasses the threshold    

. Here the most important point is the list which has the 

highest weight. 

3) Save the candidate cluster if the total weight of its points 

wc is not smaller than Wmin, and remove all points in 

the cluster from further consideration. 

4) Recourse with the reduced set of points. 

 Ranking: 

During this module or technique we assign weight 

to each list using . Using this weight it rank the lists. 

 Re-Ranked: 

During this module or technique we get the final 

result. It uses the NNHV(Nearest Neighboring Hard Voting) 

for2 re-ranked results[2].  

 According to the cluster assumption, if the object 

has more "sponcers" in the google result collection, it is more 

likely to be relevant. Here we gather the sponcers of each 

object by assigning each result data to its closest object 

category.   

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. "Automatically Mining Facets For Queries From Their 

Search Results",Zhicheng Dou, Member, IEEE, Sha Hu, Ji-

Rong Wen.2015: 

This helps to the problem of finding the query facets. 

It uses dataset for creating facets of the user query. It extracts 

documents from dataset as result and create facets. 
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B. “Query-Based Summarization: A survey”.M. Damova 

and I. Koychev.2010: 

Query facets are a specific type of summaries that 

describe the main topic of given text. The difference is that 

most existing summarization systems dedicate themselves to 

generating summaries using sentences extracted from 

documents, while system generate summaries based on 

frequent lists. 

C.  “Entity search: building bridges between two worlds”. 

K. Balog, E. Meij, and M. de Rijke, 20106: 

Mining query facets is related to entity search as for 

some queries, facet items are kinds of entities or attributes. 

Some existing entity search approaches also exploited 

knowledge from structure of webpages. The result of an 

entity search is entities, their attributes, and associated 

homepages, whereas query facets are comprised of multiple 

lists of items, which are not necessarily entities. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this project mechanically mining question sides is said to 

entity search as for a few queries, side things area unit types 

of entities or attributes. Some existing entity search 

approaches conjointly exploited data from structure of 

webpages. The results of AN entity search is entities, their 

attributes, and associated homepages, whereas question sides 

area unit comprised of multiple lists of things, that aren't 

essentially entities. 
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